Escape

Lyrics & Music by Matthew Bellamy

Intro

Verse

1. You would say anything and you would try

an anything, to escape your meaning less
and your insignificance.
You're un

tollable, and we are un

loveable.
And I don't want

you to think that I care. I never would, I never
F⁷sus⁴  F#7  Chorus  B⁵

could—a—gain.  Why can’t you just

Gsus²  G³  B³  Gsus²  G⁵

love—her, and why be such a mon—ster.

B⁵  Gmaj⁷  G⁵  B³

You bul—ly from a dis—tance. Your brain needs some us—

Gsus⁷  G⁵  Verse  D⁵  G⁵⁺⁺

-sist—ance.  2. But I’ll still take all the blame,
D/F♯

'cause you and me are both one and the same. And it's driving me mad.

G♯

D/F♯

G♯

mad and it's driving me mad.

Pre-chorus

F♯

F♯/A♯

B♯

B♯/A

I'll take back all the things that I said.

G♯m7

G7

F♯7sus4

F♯7

I didn't realise I was talking to the living dead.
Verse

G add\(\text{#11}\) G
D\(^5\) "You would say anything"

D\(^5\) G add\(\text{#11}\) G
D\(^5\) "and you would try anything"

d to escape your

G add\(\text{#11}\) G D\(^5\) G add\(\text{#11}\) G D\(^5\) "meaningless"
and your insignificance."